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to invite us together again—their swiftly rising hopes, and in-
tense interest in the sequel. My grotesque pride and resent-
ment never would have arisen if, from the earliest age, marriage
had not been represented as the aim of existence. Marriage
ought not to be a goal, at least not a goal in sight. It ought
to be a hidden pit into which one falls unwarily.
Had my artistic talents been discovered and encouraged
I would have lived more outside myself, have lost sight of the
marriage idea, and been more loved because I was more
happy, and therefore more attractive.
Marriage at all events was out of the question. The man
I had selected was not a marrying man. The family were very
disappointed. I was sent, half in disgrace, back to Ireland in
August, there to continue the reading of the books that Wilfred
sent me. I began also to write, hoping eventually to earn my
independence. The result of long hours of work was a novel
called VIngenue, which proved, however, that the author was
more ingenuous than the heroine. I also wrote a completely
worthless volume of essays, worthless because my opinions
were too immature. In an essay on " Happiness "—of which
I knew nothing—I seem to have had a strange subconscious
premonition, for I attributed real felicity to the state of widow-
hood, in the case of one young enough to reconstruct her free-
dom, and the satisfying of the maternal complex by two chil-
dren, one of each sex!
When winter came I was offered a " second chance " in the
guise of a Dublin season, to retrieve my London failure.
II
I have never been unwilling to give Royalty its due. There
is something pleasantly mediaeval in the authority of the head
of a clan, of a tribe or of a state, but minor royalties have
always seemed to me rather pathetic. Lord Dudley masquer-
ading as the King, by royal sanction, provoked my sense of
the ridiculous. No royalties were ever quite as royal. Aides-
de-camp pervaded the Castle, upholding what they regarded
as a Royal standard. They supervised the entertainment of

